Infiniti fx 2010

The build quality, reliability, and performance of Infiniti does not disappoint. They are
well-optioned, comfortable, and sporty. Definitely put Infiniti on your short list. Nice car just
thought the price is too high. Excellent Suv â€” The FX35 has a very sharp look and handles
extremely well. The seats are very comfortable and there is plenty of room in the back seat for
passengers. I have not had to take the car to the shop at all for repairs, just the regular
maintenance. For an SUV, I was very satisfied with the gas mileage, averaging near 20 mpg. I
loved the performance of the vehicle. Plenty of power and acceleration and handled very well. I
always felt like I was in control of the vehicle. Very fun car to drive! Exquisite â€” I love this car.
Just have to part because of priorities otherwise I would keep this car forever. It is fast,
responsive and just a great car to be behind the wheel of. You feel the power once you hit the
gas pedal and that by itself says a lot. Pros: Beautiful looking car, its a sports car in a SUV shell.
It Is One Hell Of A Car : â€” one great car that I was really pleased to own, i've tried it in several
conditions and it proofed that it was one of the best among my other cars. The handling was
surprisingly good for such a large and heavy car. I wouldn't say it handled like a sports car as
Infiniti would like you to believe at all, but it was pretty good. The car has nearly no body roll
while cornering. The 4WD system manages the traction in a very controllable way, with a bias to
the rear to make the car more agile. Only under hard cornering in low speed and short corners,
the car would show its weight by understeering. But you must be a fool to drive this car like
that. The diesel engine is a fun powerplant with lots of couple and no problem whatsoever with
the truck-like weight of this thing. The gearbox is a marvel. Active suspension presets work as
designed, but are still not my cup of tea. The sport ride is good, but not hard enough while the
comfort setting is not weak enough to justify the tag. I'd advise to call it differently and add a
really comfy setting. No remarks on the brakes, they do what they are supposed to with
congratulations of the jury. The build quality is near but not yet up to level with Lexus that itself
is not quite up to Audi-standards yet. They use less tactile-ly appealing materials. Unforgiveable
are the plastics on the boot lid that should imitate a chrome metal plate above the number plate.
The plastic plate is so light that I can ply it with my fingers when closing or opening the lid.
Some work has to be done there, especially with these steep ambitions in Europe and such a
price tag. On an environmental level, this car is only marginally better than it's petrol brethren.
Pointless and irrelevant. Pros: Good diesel engine with near perfect autobox. Cons: Not in the
least bit green. Could do with a little more sense. This car is very sporty, and is very good for
taking your family to vacation. I love this car because of the new design that Infiniti has made.
Both the interior and the exterior is very amazing. Performance is amazing, it handles so well. I
traded in a infiniti g35 coupe and was worried about getting a SUV but my fears have been
unwarranted, its just so much fun. Its the perfect balance between comfort and sport.
Technology is amazing, everything from amazing ipod interface, weather reports, in dash DVD
player, "music box" that records CDs automatically and stores them and their information for
later, above view camera system, and the touch screen, redundant buttons for touch screen,
redundant steering wheel controls, and voice command make using all the features incredibly
easy and you can do it four different ways. And the Mercedes didn't even offer ventilated seats.
Something I'm very excited about for the summer. Gas mileage could be better I guess, but I'll
be honest its an SUV and I didn't even look at the mileage ratings before buying, I still don't
know what it is. But according to the car I'm averaging about Interior styling is gorgeous.
Exterior is controversial but I love it because it differently stands out and doesn't look like your
garden variety crossover. Only bad thing is transmission. The car seems to hunt for the exact
right gear from its 7 gears. Occasionally I notice it shifting down too soon in the city when I'm
just cruising around, like its in sport mode or something and thinks I'm about to want to
accelerate hard. Other than that this car is amazing. Pros: Tech, handling, relatively cheap,
styling. Amazingly Fun Fx â€” On the road, especially on the highway, when people see the FX
behind them, they just move out of the way. Those that do not, just see a grill in their rear-view
mirror. Can't get better than that. Overall, if you like it, you love it. If you do not like it, you hate
it. Pros: Beautiful car to look at. After having it for 2 years, I still always check it out. Its A LOT
of fun to drive as well. Cons: Gas. But if gas was the issue, I wouldn't have bought it. Nice car
but the price is too high for a Read More. Nice ride comfortable loud sound good fast luxury
quick pretty Read More. A friend of mine just bought one. The price is a bit high on a ten year
old car. Read More. Love the features, have a lot of space and very comfortable. Luxurious SUV
but with a sports car feel provided by the paddle shifters combined with an excellent
suspension and transmission. Shifting with the paddles can be done at any time and the car
eventuall I like the FX35 they are great trucks nice Read More. I test drive the vehicle and it was
awesome but didnt by for other reasons. Drives good tho Read More. I really liked this car for
the 5 years i've owned it. It is sporty, capable, has good AWD, can tow and carry cargo on the
roof, has a purrr for an exhaust note, and its looks are shark-esque in a sea Rank This Car. User

Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Gallup writes:.
Is this review helpful? Yes No. Guru5LM3B writes:. M writes:. Back Seats:. Cons: None. Is this
helpful? Zaib writes:. Cons: Drinks gas but which sports car doesnt. Ayham writes:. Cons:
maintenance prices. Francis writes:. Sadiqur writes:. Other than that this car is amazing Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: Tech, handling, relatively cheap, styling. Cons: styling, 7 speed
transmission. Very nice handling, luxurious, all the bells and whistles. Reviews From Other
Years. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Other than that
this car is amazing Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Tech, handling, relatively cheap,
styling Cons: styling, 7 speed transmission 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. Fun,
exciting, looks good. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They
made my car buying experience very pleasant. The Earnhardt car buying experience was
positively the greatest. The entire team was welcoming, friendly, and genuine. Your dealer here
tries to con its patrons. They dont budge from the very high unusual prices. These vehicles are
old and have extreme high mileage. Why even waste my time and money? Professional
dealership, no hard sell, recommend to visit APX for your next vehicle. Friendly, and very
helpful! Made the process relatively painless. Got me a lower interest rate than I could find!
They replied promptly and seemed genuinely interested in being helpful and earning my
business. Wonderful experience. Purchased my car from them. Helpful, professional. No
pressure. They really went the extra mile to insure the used car I purchased met their standard
and mine. The guy I spoke with was a gentleman and very knowledgeable of the car. He went
above and beyond for me even sending me pictures of the car that had some imperfections. I
thought that was very nice and professional of him. A real nice guy and a positive experience.
Responded quickly, honest about issues with car. Still considering even though it's not exactly
what I'm looking for and happy to work with them again. They confirmed its availability and that
it had navigation in a call. I rented a car and traveled 1 hr to go see, test drive, and hopefully
purchase. When I arrived, it did NOT have navigation. They pushed me to buy an external
navigation device, e. Complete waste of time, tolls, and rental car cost. This place was the worst
I drove 13 miles for nothing The lady that answered the phone did an excellent job. She was
knowledgeable about the unit I inquired about. Wish all the dealers were as good as this one.
This is the only dealer that even acted like they wanted to sell a vehicle. Bad brake on rear
passenger. Didn't notice until a day after purchase. Car then broke down a week later. Had a
friend fix it. Bad cam sensor. Only reason I didn't return to the dealer was the distance and lack
of money for a tow truck. First time I've ever been ripped off. Very easy to work with. No hidden
fees. Some small problems with the car, but they fixed them with no arguments. Made
everything easy. This was my second purchase from them. Our family loves our QX80! Josh
was very friendly and accommodating with all of our questions and concerns. The receptionist
and manager are also great and made sure we were taken care of! I will be back when my other
daughter gets her license. Thank you!! This car was 16, Dealership was interested until I started
asking questions. I just made an inquiry about a vehicle they had online. I was treated the way
all dealerships treat people asking question by email. I felt unimportant and I also felt that it is
just a numbers game to them because I still receive unsolicited emails from them almost daily. It
is like pulling teeth to get answers to specific questions, even after asking the same question
more than once. I felt unimportant and like I am just one of the crowd. I asked the dealer two
specific questions concerning this vehicle. Dealer replied within a day, but did not answer my
two questions. They just gave a general answer. It was as if they did want my business. Not
wanting to be left behind, Infiniti added several features to its FX35, a vehicle that was
redesigned just last year. Bluetooth, along with a USB port and iPod interface, previously
optional, are now standard on all FX trims and models, and a 2GB hard drive has been added to
trims without the optional navigation system. The exterior has also been tweaked, with a
re-sculpted rear taillight section and added side vents, all of which add up to a reduction in drag
coefficient of. These exterior changes do nothing to quell complaints since the redesign â€” and
you have to admit the FX35 does look like some kind of mutant Dr. Moreau hybrid of a modern
crossover vehicle and a late-'90s Hyundai Tiburon â€” but the FX35 has had a wealth of
admirers as well. Graceful aggression is achieved with its bulging quarter panels and low-slung
grille, and the profile is low enough to avoid any of the stodginess attributed to many SUVs.
With AWD, it offers a maximum towing capacity of 2, pounds, not exactly impressive. Things
usually found on the options list - leather upholstery, heated power mirrors, bi-xenon
headlights, keyless entry and start, and a rear-view camera â€” are all standard. All those
options, along with front pre-crash safety belts, adaptive cruise control, rain-sensing wipers,
and steering-linked adaptive headlights are included in the optional Technology Package, which
also requires the Navigation and Deluxe Touring Packages. Visibility has been an issue for the
FX series for many years, and nothing in or has fixed that. We'll help you find great deals among

the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Private Seller: Jonathan. Houston, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why
Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Apply online to get
the process started before you come in. We have nationwide low cost transportation available
for out-of-town buyers. Call for an estimate at For more pictures of this vehicle, check out our
website: We can help find a vehicle that is right for you! Call us at or visit our showroom or call
me direct on my cell and ask for Chris. We look forward to working with you! That's why we
never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be
able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the
ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process
designed to keep you safe. Recent Arrival! So that we can offer you the best pre-owned vehicle
that money can buy. Rely on this dependable vehicle to get you and yours wherever you want to
go. Smoke free vehicle! Never smoked in! Local car, we know where it comes from. This vehicle
has the extras you are looking for. Immaculate condition, inside and out. Rest assured with this
purchase. It has been given the seal of approval by our Service Department. We have financing
options available for everyone! From perfect credit at the lowest possible interest rate, to
second chance, no credit check, and buy here-pay here financing! Call or text Bronze with black
leather interior. Drives great. Call Rodney at for more details on this internet special. Call us
today and schedule your test drive! We are a family owned and operated business where you
only deal with the owners, offering a different buying experience. We sell all vehicles with no
hidden fees or extra charges. The low cash price you see is what you pay excluding sales tax.
All vehicles are pre-inspected and come with a limited warranty. We have a free Carfax history
report on request and we work with local credit union to provide financing here to get you the
best rate possible. Please feel free to call with any questions we would love to earn your
business, Your car is more than a form of transportation, it represents your style and
personality. Fortunately, you don't have to pay new car prices to get the vehicle of your dreams
at TexasCarsDirect. No matter which route you take, we hope you'll consider exploring the
TexasCarsDirect inventory for your dream car today! Contact the dealer for delivery details,
restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Trim Base Engine Details Transmission Automatic Engine Type
Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. Not provided. Close
TexasCarsDirect. Showing 1 - 18 out of 62 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Impressive All
Season Sportscar. You don't buy this car because you need room or utility. You buy this
because you want a sports car that can be driven year round and in adverse conditions. First of
all, the styling. While it might not be for everyone, I don't think anyone can argue it's bland. It is
a striking design, and it is rare enough on the road that they really stand out. Kudos to Infiniti
for rolling out a production car that actually looks like its concept sibling. Now onto
performance, what this All Season Sportscar really excel at. I've had the pleasure of taking a
high performance driving course with this car, and the theme of the day was "Underestimated".
The brakes may look small next to the 20" wheels, but they are surprisingly powerful and
resilient. After a day at the track, the factory brakes were still going strong. And did I mention
how strongly the car pulls and how good it sounds doing it? It's almost as if it's bending the
laws of physics to do it. Handling is superb as well - it never once felt like I was driving tall
heavy SUV through the slaloms and the avoidance maneuvers. The only thing that gave it away
was the ride height - you won't be fooled into thinking you are in a Miata. The suspension is stiff
enough through corners that the vehicle never feels "soft", yet for everyday commute it absorbs
imperfections nicely. The car is much more capable within its performance envelope than any of
us that day gave it credit for. Utility, storage volume in particular, is probably the Achilles' heel
of the FX The spare tire under the rear cargo area bumps up the floor considerably. Couple that
with the rakish coupe roofline, you have a low and wide opening that makes it next to
impossible to load crates. The rear seats do fold down nicely, and the roof is considerably
higher above the rear seats if you want to play some back seat tetris with your cargo. On a plus
side though, because the roof is rakish and the hinge of the rear hatch is located so far forward,

you can back the vehicle into a garage, and the hatch can still open even with only about a foot
of space to the wall. Try doing that with other SUVs. In terms of utility off road, it does quite well
light offroading, such as snow, mud, gravel or inclement weather conditions. With a good set of
winter tires, the vehicle can handle snow covered mountain forest service roads without any
drama I have AWD. The interior is also a very welcoming and cozy space. The ambient lighting
in the door handles is a very elegant touch, particularly if you have the maple accents. There are
actually footwell accent lights too, but they are so dim unless you swap them to LEDs that they
are not visible other than in the darkest of nights. The seats are very comfortable and well
supported - no fatigue or butt cramps after long drives what-so-ever. Surfaces you are often in
contact with are covered with soft leather material that just makes the whole cabin very
luxurious-feeling. The backseat can recline to a very comfortable angle. The technology in the
vehicle also leaves very little to be desired. I do not have the adaptive cruise control or lane
departure warning systems, so I can't speak to those. The surround view camera though is
absolutely brilliant. I call it "cheat mode", because it allows you to park the car in tight spaces
with such confidence and ease that you'll passengers will be screaming "Aww that's not fair!
The Bose audio system is crisp, and if you're an avid CD listener you'll be happy to know the
car will happily gobble up all the tracks on your CD and store them on its harddrive, so you
never have to carry a stack of CDs with you. The navigation is also well voiced. Voice
recognition is fast, although it can't take in a whole chunk of address at a time i. Unlike those
OCD German car designs, the screen is a touchscreen, and the recessed setup makes it easily
legible even in bright conditions. Another interior feature somewhat useless I really like is when
you first get behind the wheels and turn the vehicle on the push start button is supposed to
pulse like the beating heart by the way , the steering column with lower and move towards you
while the seat slides forward to your set seating position. The sequence is reversed when you
get out of the vehicle. Really makes it feel like you're getting behind a X-Wing or something.
Overall, I can't be happier with this All Season Sportscar. After about two years, it still brings a
smile to my face every time I get behind the wheels, and I still catch myself admiring its lines.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. According to Infiniti, the FX
crossover is a blend of "luxury, performance and utility. For context, a Mercedes-Benz ML offers
Still, the FX is not deficient in terms of style and speed. The curvaceous, boldly penned
sheetmetal, the large , , and inch alloy wheels, and the high-tech powertrains coalesce to deliver
a fun-to-drive crossover that attracts many a stare. Now in its sophomore season, the
second-generation FX enters the model year available with either a 5. Both mills come mated to
a seven-speed automatic featuring downshift rev matching. Available options include all-wheel
drive standard on FX50 , rear active steer, and Around View Monitor. Bodystyle: SUVEngines: 3.
With available inch Enkei wheels, the Infiniti FX, with its fenders flared and dark chrome grille
subtly sparkling, commands attention on the road. A fusion of "power and grace," the FX is a
bold, aggressive standout. Infiniti's range-topping crossover delivers an upscale interior replete
with standard leather seats, Bluetooth phone capability, intelligent key, hand-stained maple

wood accents FX50 , and a watt Bose sound system with satellite radio. The optional A. The
FX35 boasts a 3. Both engines are paired to a standard seven-speed automatic with available
magnesium paddle shifters. For a sizeable SUV, the FX handles and brakes well, thanks to a
sport-tuned four-wheel independent suspension and four-wheel vented disc brakes. In addition
to an array of airbags dual front, front side, and side curtain and stability and traction control,
the FX is available with intelligent brake assist with forward collision warning, and lane
departure prevention and warning. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market
Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Infiniti FX35 Expert Review
motortrendauthor. Raspy exhaust Brawny engines Posh cabin Paddle shifters. Rough ride
Thirsty V-8 Tight for five. All Model Years What the Infiniti FX35 lacks in practicality and utility, it
makes up for with heady performance, unique styling and leading-edge technology. Nowadays,
shoppers in the market for a luxury crossover have no shortage of choices. The vast majority of
these car-based SUVs deliver a carlike ride, sumptuous interiors and a wide range of features.
Standing out among this crowded field is no easy feat, but the Infiniti FX35 attempts to grab as
much of the spotlight as it can with its evocative styling, athletic performance and technological
wizardry that should please nearly any early adopter. The FX35's external styling is smooth and
flowing, unlike the chunky and angular lines of its competitors. Unique styling does have a
tendency to bring out the critic in all of us, though, and the FX draws both praise and derision -with most of the criticism levied at its nose, which some compare to some sort of sea creature.
The FX's athletic performance, however, is hard to argue against. Underneath the sculpted
sheet metal of the Infiniti FX35 lie the same basic underpinnings of its G37 and EX35
stablemates. This sporty platform imbues the FX35 with nimble, carlike handling while the
horsepower 3. For power gluttons, the related FX50 packs a hp V8. The FX35 also boasts plenty
of cutting-edge technology. The optional adaptive cruise control features Distance Control
Assist DCA which maintains a consistent gap to cars in front by sensing the distance and
adjusting throttle and brakes accordingly. Other electronic gadgets, like a top-view camera
system, add even more appeal to the FX The Infiniti FX35 is not without its faults, though, and it
seems no amount of technology can fix what ails it. As with some other luxury SUVs, luggage
space behind the rear seats is unimpressive. The FX's rear seats are nothing to write home
about either, as some full-sized adults may find those quarters a bit cramped. Yet the FX35's
outstanding performance and unique styling also make it a bit of an oddity in the crossover
market. The new Acura ZDX is priced close to the Infiniti and features edgy styling, but it also
suffers from similar space issues and isn't nearly as fun to drive. The BMW X6 is really the only
other crossover with comparable performance, but it only seats four and is priced well past the
FX For select buyers seeking a sporty ride, aggressive styling and boatloads of automotive
technology, the Infiniti FX35 remains a standout choice. Options include a Premium package,
which features heated and ventilated front seats, driver seat memory, quilted leather seating
and a power tilt-and-telescoping steering column. A Deluxe Touring package which requires the
Premium package adds inch alloy wheels, maple wood interior trim, alloy pedals and a tonneau
cover. The Navigation package which also requires the Premium package adds front and rear
parking sensors, a degree parking camera system and a hard-drive-based touchscreen
navigation system with voice recognition, real-time traffic, a Zagat restaurant guide, weather
reports, a 9. The Technology package which requires navigation adds rain-sensing windshield
wipers, adaptive cruise control with Distance Control Assist for enhanced capabilities in heavy
traffic, adaptive headlamps, IBA and a lane-departure warning and prevention system. Those
who spring for the Technology package can also add a rear-seat entertainment system. A tow
package is available for AWD models only. The Infiniti FX35 is powered by a 3. A seven-speed
automatic with manual shift control is the only transmission available. Rear-wheel drive is
standard, though the FX35 offers an optional AWD system with a rear bias to preserve its sporty
handling capabilities. In a recent track test of an FX35, acceleration was rather quick, with the
FX reaching 60 mph from a standstill in only 6. Antilock disc brakes with brake assist, front seat
side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags, traction control and stability control are all
standard on the Infiniti FX Fully loaded versions with the optional Technology package also
benefit from a lane departure warning and prevention system that can help keep the vehicle
from inadvertently traveling out of its intended lane. Also, the IBA uses the laser range finder
from the adaptive cruise control to analyze closing speeds to an obstacle ahead. If a forward
collision is imminent, the system sounds a warning to prompt driver action and can
automatically apply the brakes up to 0. Much like previous FX models, the FX35's athletic nature
is one of its strong suits. The powerful, smooth V6 and well-matched seven-speed automatic
provide snappy acceleration. Handling and steering are also impressive for a crossover, and the
FX35 can be driven down a curvy road with confidence. The vehicle's ride quality isn't

particularly cushy, however, and opting for the inch wheels brings a noticeable bout of tire
noise and thump into the cabin. The Infiniti FX35 features a luxurious interior with plenty of
soft-touch materials and supple leather to surround all occupants. The vehicle's audio and
navigation system interface is one of the best in the business; it's a bit tricky to figure out at
first, but the various control redundancies make it easy to find a way of operation that suits
your style. The optional degree camera system is particularly useful for parking maneuvers as it
provides a top-down view of the FX's location relative to other cars or curbs. The front seats
provide ample adjustment as well as head- and legroom; most people will find them quite
comfortable and supportive. The rear seats aren't quite as enjoyable, as larger passengers will
find the accommodations a bit cramped relative to some competing vehicles. Luggage space, at
only 25 cubic feet, is about average for a midsize luxury crossover, but folding the rear seats
will provide just 62 cubes of cargo space, well short of most rivals. You don't buy this car
because you need room or utility. You buy this because you want a sports car that can be
driven year round and in adverse conditions. First of all, the styling. While it might not be for
everyone, I don't think anyone can argue it's bland. It is a striking design, and it is rare enough
on the road that they really stand out. Kudos to Infiniti for rolling out a production car that
actually looks like its concept sibling. Now onto performance, what this All Season Sportscar
really excel at. I've had the pleasure of taking a high performance driving course with this car,
and the theme of the day was "Underestimated". The brakes may look small next to the 20"
wheels, but they are surprisingly powerful and resilient. After a day at the track, the factory
brakes were still going strong. And did I mention how strongly the car pulls and how good it
sounds doing it? It's almost as if it's bending the laws of physics to do it. Handling is superb as
well - it never once felt like I was driving tall heavy SUV through the slaloms and the avoidance
maneuvers. The only thing that gave it away was the ride height - you won't be fooled into
thinking you are in a Miata. The suspension is stiff enough through corners that the vehicle
never feels "soft", yet for everyday commute it absorbs imperfections nicely. The car is much
more capable within its performance envelope than any of us that day gave it credit for. Utility,
storage volume in particular, is probably the Achilles' heel of the FX The spare tire under the
rear cargo area bumps up the floor considerably. Couple that with the rakish coupe roofline,
you have a low and wide opening that makes it next to impossible to load crates. The rear seats
do fold down nicely, and the roof is considerably higher above the rear seats if you want to play
some back seat tetris with your cargo. On a plus side though, because the roof is rakish and the
hinge of the rear hatch is located so far forward, you can back the vehicle into a garage, and the
hatch can still open even with only about a foot of space to the wall. Try doing that with other
SUVs. In terms of utility off road, it does quite well light offroading, such as snow, mud, gravel
or inclement weather conditions. With a good set of winter tires, the vehicle can handle snow
covered mountain forest service roads without any drama I have AWD. The interior is also a
very welcoming and cozy space. The ambient lighting in the door handles is a very elegant
touch, particularly if you have the maple accents. There are actually footwell accent lights too,
but they are so dim unless you swap them to LEDs that they are not visible other than in the
darkest of nights. The seats are very comfortable and well supported - no fatigue or butt cramps
after long drives what-so-ever. Surfaces you are often in contact with are covered with soft
leather material that just makes the whole cabin very luxurious-feeling. The backseat can recline
to a very comfortable angle. The technology in the vehicle also leaves very little to be desired. I
do not have the adaptive cruise control or lane departure warning systems, so I can't speak to
those. The surround view camera though is absolutely brilliant. I call it "cheat mode", because it
allows you to park the car in tight spaces with such confidence and ease that you'll passengers
will be screaming "Aww that's not fair! The Bose audio system is crisp, and if you're an avid CD
listener you'll be happy to know the car will happily gobble up all the tracks on your CD and
store them on its harddrive, so you never have to carry a stack of CDs with you. The navigation
is also well voiced. Voice recognition is fast, although it can't take in a whole chunk of address
at a time i. Unlike those OCD German car designs, the screen is a touchscreen, and the
recessed setup makes it easily legible even in bright conditions. Another interior feature
somewhat useless I really like is when you first get behind the wheels and turn the vehicle on
the push start button is supposed to pulse like the beating heart by the way , the steering
column with lower and move towards you while the seat slides forward to your set seating
position. The sequence is reversed when you get out of the vehicle. Really makes it feel like
you're getting behind a X-Wing or something. Overall, I can't be happier with this All Season
Sportscar. After about two years, it still brings a smile to my face every time I get behind the
wheels, and I still catch myself admiring its lines. I went with tech package and NAV. I have to
admit I am a little disappointed by this year's model. Ext design wise - you either love it or hate
it. The tech stuff - stay away from it. Doesn't worth the money, doesn't work from time to time.

Don't like the fact they use the same cheap console nobs on all their models. As a techie, I
didn't like the user interface, its not that intuitive. It has an aggressive look, and its fun to drive,
but didn't like few features on the new one. See bellow. First off, Just test drive one!! You will
get it!! I recently sold my Infiniti G35x in search of a bigger, semi-offroad Vehicle. Ive owned
more autos than shoes and Im well versed with pretty much all that is out there. OMG, I couldn't
believe how much fun it was. It was a flawless, fun drive. I only stopped when my eyes tired as
the seats are better than a lazyb. Coming from Audi this has been a welcomed change. After
pondering if we should purchase our 6th Audi in the last 12 years we said wait a minute. After
mediocre to poor dealer experience we thought why stick with Audi just because. We test drove
a Lexus,BMW, and finally the Infiniti and we were impressed by the dealer experience and of
course the vehicle. Great value from Infiniti and awesome build quality which we didn't expect.
Write a review. See all 23 reviews. Overall, Edmunds users rate the FX35 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the FX
Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the FX35 featuring deep
dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds
also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive
reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles
through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their
competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways
people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and
our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want
to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of car
you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for
sale near you. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Modest rear passenger and cargo space, pricey and restrictive
options packages. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review What the Infiniti FX35 lacks in practicality and utility, it makes up for with heady
performance, unique styling and leading-edge technology. After a complete redesign last year,
the Infiniti FX35 re
harley davidson circuit breaker
2006 kia rio 5 hatchback
fuel pump 98 blazer
ceives minor changes to its feature content. Bluetooth and a USB audio port are now standard.
Sponsored cars related to the FX Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Impressive All
Season Sportscar. The Edmunds experts tested the FX35 both on the road and at the track.
What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in
mind that the FX35 has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the FX35's average
consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and
feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the FX35 is a good car for you.
Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Our
Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Sign Up.

